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While many products preserve your assets and machinery in storage, few are designed to 
protect during transportation and storage. The AJSS TSC integrated air ride design combines 
the use of air springs and shock absorbers to protect your assets in transit with the added 
safeguard of long haul tri axial impact recording capability. Data is recorded and can be 
downloaded following each journey. Analytical tools provide a record of the impacts above a 
pre-set threshold and a history of when the shipment is in motion. The option of Vapor Phase 
Inhibitor and Nitrogen Pressurization provides the customer the added peace of mind their 
assets are preserved and protected while in long term storage.

The TSC was originally designed for the transportation and long-term storage of turbine 
engines, however AJSS TSC design concept can be customised to suit any form of machinery 
including centrifugal compressors, compressor bundles and turbine rotors. 

The AJSS TSC is designed, developed, engineered and manufactured 
in Australia and supports various government initiatives to re-invigorate 

local manufacturing.

PRODUCT BENEFITS &
FEATURES

Integral Air Ride Capability Superior Ergonomics Special Reusable 
non Crush Gasket Design

Dual Atmospheric Control 
Capability; N2 & VPI

Reduced Weight to
Optimise Transportation Cost

Data Capture

Onboard Impact 
Data Logging Capability

Internal Storage Space Ease of Handling

info@ajss.com.au Perth: 08 6323 8687Melb: 03 8820 3119  



The suspension system can be matched to specific attenuation targets. Talk to us about using 
the TSC for different size and mass applications including centrifugal compressors and gearboxes.

The TSC is designed to provide full protection of turbo-machinery during transportation and 
protects against corrosion during long term storage. The unique design provides a  high level 
of confidence that machinery will arrive in good condition and remain protected until required. 
The TSC solution reduces the risk of wasted downtime and reduces risk in respect to insurance 
premiums.
 

The sealed storage environment is protected with a Vapour Corrosion Inhibitor emitter which 
provides exposed surfaces with a protective barrier against corrosion. Turbomachinery uses 
precision bearings and seals which can be damaged when subjected to excessive impact loads 
due to transport over rough roads or during sea freight passages. Damage to these can lead to 
unplanned outages and premature equipment change-outs, which carry cost penalties. Incorrect 
storage can lead to corrosion problems, particularly in humid / tropical / coastal environments.

The TSC has the option of nitrogen or vapour phase corrosion inhibitor systems and is designed 
to suit multiple industry applications.  

Protecting valuable equipment during shipment and storage,
reduces cost, downtime and gives you peace of mind.

TRANSPORTATION & 
STORAGE CONTAINER

The AJSS gSentinel is an accelerometer data logging system. It is designed to be attached 
to valuable goods during transit.

Note – this diagram shows TSC designed for Turbine transportation but can be customised to suit any equipment application

FEATURES

TSC VIEW

Battery life of at least 500 days. 

Operational temperature range: -20°C to +75°C. 

Alarm set point between 1g and 20g.

Simple display of battery charged state via button 
press.

Maintains accurate time and date.

Communication via USB.

Display if alarm set point has been 
exceeded via button press.

Capable of recording several thousand events 
where the set point has been exceeded.

Long term safety monitoring for both stored & transported machinery.


